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TANK RENTALS

TANK RENTALS READY TO WORK /
+ In Stock 250, 500, 800 Gallon units skid or trailer mounted.
+ America’s safest, portable and compliant tank on the market
+ Double wall with spill proof, lockable fueling cabinet.
+ Available with 12 volt or 110 volt pumps
+ Diesel or Gasoline
250 gal - TCG10

500 gal - TCG20

CASE STUDY

TERRAIN SEATTLE A LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY /

+ IN STOCK IN SEATTLE
800 gal - TCG30

TRAILER MOUNTED

Average Crew Member Cost per HOUR
Average crew members per truck
Cost per hour

$ 24.00
2.5
$ 60.00

With a small fleet of 12 vehicles it seemed too small a fleet to
bother with a onsite fueling option.

Equals cost per minute

$ 1.00

Stop time average 22 mins COST PER FILL

$ 22.00

Ironclad worked the quick math on what their current method
was (the way 99% of smaller firms) operate.

Average Fills per week based on 15 MPG

1

Crews would leave the shop at 7 am, when fuel was needed for
either the vehicle or fuel cans they would stop a gas station and
grab the opportunity to get some breakfast, coffee and fuel up.

Total Vehicles

This is all happening at PRIME TIME first thing when energy is
the highest and traffic is getting worse, the average stop of 22
mins would end up at the end of the day in OVERTIME. Terrains
office managers would have to handle multiple gas cards and
reconcile them at the end of the month.

GUARANTEED PAYBACK /
Look at what fuel MIS – Management is really costing you.

Cost per month per truck (4 fills)

Over a thousand dollars a month in labor costs not counting overtime

$ 88.00
12
$ 1,056.00

Terrain switched to a Trailer mounted 500 Gallon Transcube.
For a monthly rental bill of under $700 and the ability to have
one tidy monthly bill from the fuel supplier at or better then
pump prices. Without having to reconcile 12 drivers receipts..
it was a no brainer.

IRONCLADS FUEL TANK RENTAL PROGRAM utilizes the TRANSCUBE TCG double-walled UL-142 fuel storage tank systems. You
will benefit with a first-rate, heavy-duty fuel tank that will comply with the highest environmental criteria. DOT approved for over-theroad transportation gives you the flexibility to move the tank from location to location without the headache of traditional fuel storage
tank transportation rules. Tank sizes available are 250 gallon, 500 gallon and 800 gallon with the option of a 12 Volt or 115 Volt Pumping
System with meter.
DURABLE /

TRANSPORTABLE /

The Transcube is manufactured with
high quality materials and can withstand the harshest of conditions. Ideal for construction job sites large or
small; in-city or remote locations; road
or excavation; the Transcube is your
choice for worry-free fuel storage and
dispensing.

The Transcube is compliant with CFR
49 (Code of Federal Regulations), Part
178 which prescribes a manufacturing
and testing specification for Packaging
and Containers. Baffles inside the inner
tank prevent fuel surges during transportation and loads becoming unstable
and dangerous plus corner brackets
are strong and reliable tie down points
for securing during transportation. Being approved under DOT regulations
for the transportation of diesel fuel on
the road allows you to move the tank
and fuel from job site to job site.

ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION /
Transcube’s fill and connection points
are all inside the secondary containment cabinet keeping all accidental
drips and spills from contaminating the
environment. Any drips or spills made
during connection of the equipment
are kept exactly where they should be
kept; safely inside the secondary containment area.

ENVIROCONNECT CABINET

COMPLIANT FOR YOUR JOB SITE OR BUSINESS /
Whether your fuel tank will be placed near a large body of water or as small as a creek, or your business is near a natural reserve, the
Transcube’s environmentally-friendly features protect the environment. Along with the DOT approval which allows you to move the
tank safely on any job site or business yard, your inspector will be glad you chose to do business with IRONCLAD.

The IRONCLAD Tank Rental Program is the solution for you for
any fuel storage and dispensing need /

+ Construction job sites
+ Generators
+ Alternative to In-Yard Fueling, eliminate small delivery fees
+ Alternative to Cardlock, drivers will fuel on-site instead of seeking
nearest location

+ Benefit from our partner providers bulk fuel pricing advantage and
easy billing

+ Benefit from our partners 24/7 fuel delivery
CALL FOR A QUOTE TODAY! 1-206-588-2272

